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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with the finite-element approximation of some variational problems, 
namely, linear elliptic boundary value problems, variational inequalities, and quasi-variational in- 
equalities with noncoercive operators. To prove optimal L°°-error estimates, we introduce a simple 
and direct argument combining continuous piecewise linear finite elements with the Banach fixed- 
point theorem. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the finite-element approximation of some noncoercive elliptic variational 
problems, more precisely, we are concerned with variational inequalities (VI) of obstacle type 
problems, quasi-variational inequalities (QVI) related to stochastic inventory problems with im- 
pulse control (see [1,2]), and an extension to the unconstrained case, namely, the linear variational 
equation (VE). 
Given a bounded smooth domain f /o f  R N, N _~ 1 with boundary F, an obstacle, 
¢ in W 2'°° (~) (1.1) 
such that ¢ >_ 0 on F (in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions) and (~)  _< 0 (in the case of 
Neumann boundary conditions) and a right-hand side, 
f in L °° (f~), (1.2) 
we consider the following problems. 
1. THE VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY OF OBSTACLE TYPE PROBLEM. Find u E K such that 
a(u ,v -u )>(y ,v -u ) ,  VvE]K, (1.3) 
where K = {v E V such that v < ~b, a.e.}. 
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2. THE QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY OF IMPULSE CONTROL PROBLEMS. Find u E K(u), 
u _> 0 such that 
a(u,v-u)  >( f ,v -u ) ,  VvEK(u),  (1.4) 
where K(u) = {v E V such that v < Mu, a.e.}, Mu represents the obstacle of impulse control 
defined by 
Mu(x)=k+infu(x+~),  xE~,  ~>0,  x+~El~,  (1.5) 
and k is a strictly positive constant. The operator M maps C((t) into itself and possesses the 
following monotonicity property, i.e., 
M~ (x) _< M~ (x), whenever ~ (x) _< ~ (x) (1.6) 
(see [2] for more details). 
REMARK 1. In problem (1.4), the condition u > 0 is added because this appears naturally in the 
theory of impulse control (cf. [2]). 
3. THE VARIATIONAL EQUATION. 
a(u,v)=(f,v),  VvEV.  (1.7) 
Here V is the Sobolev space H0 i (Ft) or H 1 (Ft) and boundary conditions are of Dirichlet or Neumann 
type, respectively. ( . , . )  denotes the usual inner product in L2(Ft) and the noncoercive bilinear 
form a( . ,  . ) considered is defined as follows. 
For u, v in V, we set 
°uOvNOu ) 
a(u,v)= i<_i,j<_NE a'j(X) Ox---~iOx---~+ Ea'(x)-v+a°(x)uv,=l Ox, dz, (1.8) 
where the coefficients aij(x), ai(x), and ao(x) are sufficiently smooth and satisfy the following 
conditions: 
a, j  (x)  k a , v~ E R N, x EFt, a > 0, (1.9) 
l<_i,j<_N 
aij = a j i ,  ao(X) > /3 > 0, x E Ft. (1.10) 
Naturally, the structure of problem (1.4) is analogous to that of problem (1.3) where the 
obstacle ¢ is replaced by an implicit one, depending upon the solution. 
It is well known (see [1,2]) that the noncoercive problems corresponding to (1.3), (1.4), (1.7) 
can be solved by considering the following coercivity assumption. 
There exists A > 0 large enough such that 
2 a (v, v) + (v, v) >  'llvllH,( ), (1.11) 
for which the new bilinear form 
b (u, v) = a (u, v) + A (u, v) (1.12) 
is strongly coercive. Therefore, VI (1.3), QVI (1.4), and VE (1.7) read, respectively, as follows. 
Find u E K solution to the VI 
b(u,v- u) > (f + Au, v -  u), VvEK.  (1.13) 
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Find u E K(u), u _> 0 solution to the QVI 
b(u ,v -u )>=( f+Au,  v -u ) ,  Vv eK(u) .  (1.14) 
Find u E V solution to the VE 
b(u,v) = (f + Au, v), VveV.  (1.15) 
In this work, our aim is to show that the above VI, QVI, and VE can be properly approximated 
by a finite-element method, formulating them in terms of fixed-point problems. 
Indeed, we shall characterize the continuous solution (respectively, the finite-element solution) 
as the unique fixed point of a continuous contraction (respectively, a discrete contraction). Based 
on this fact, a very simple and direct argument is then used leading to the same L~°-convergence 
orders obtained for the analogous coercive problems [3-5]. 
It is worth mentioning that the method presented in this paper is simpler than those intro- 
duced in [6-8]. Moreover, an extension to a large class of semilinear elliptic problems including 
equations, variational inequalities, and quasi-variational inequalities shall be treated in a future 
paper. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we associate with both the non- 
coercive VI and QVI problems appropriate fixed-point mappings and prove their contraction 
property, respectively. Section 4 deals with the discretization of the above continuous problems 
by the standard finite-element method, where under the discrete maximum principle assumption, 
analogous discrete fixed-point contractions are constructed and optimal L°%error estimates are 
proved. Finally, in Section 5, we extend our analysis to the noncoercive linear elliptic equation 
and derive the optimal uniform error estimate as well. 
2. THE VARIAT IONAL INEQUAL ITY  
From (1.11),(1.12), problem (1.3) transforms into the following implicit VI: 
b (u ,v -  u) ->_ (f  + Au, v -  u), Vv E K. (2.1) 
THEOREM 1. (See [1].) Let Assumptions (1.1),(1.2), (1.8)-(1.11) hold. 
unique solution to problem (1.3). Moreover, u C W2'P(f~), 2 _< p < oc. 
NOTATION 1. Let u = a( f  + Au; ¢) denote the solution of VI (2.1). 
Then there exists a 
2.1. A Cont rac t ion  Assoc iated wi th  VI (2.1) 
Consider the following mapping: 
T1 : L °~ (ft) , L °~ (fl) 
w 'T lw=( ,  
(2.2) 
where ff is the solution of the following variational inequality. 
Find ff E]K solution to 
b(~,v -~)>=(f  +Aw, v -~) ,  VvEK.  (2.3) 
Thanks to (1.11), VI (2.3) has one and only one solution. 
Let I1" IIc~ denote the L°%norm. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The mapping T~ is a contraction in L°°(f~), i.e., 
A 
Therefore, there exists a unique tixed point which coincides with thesolution u of VI (1.3). 
PROOF. For w, ~ in L°°(~), we consider 
~= T~w (respectively, ~= TI~) 
solution to the VI (2.3) with right-hand side 
F = f + Aw (respectively, F = f + A~). 
Now, set 
1 = a+----~ F -~ 
Since 
F_<~+ F -~= 
_<~+ ao (z) +,~ ~+~ F-~ 
_</~ + (a0 (x) + A) ¢ (because a0 (x) __>/3 > 0), 
applying standard comparison results in coercive variational inequalities ( ee [9, p. 24]), we get 
a (F,¢) <_ a(ff" + (So(X)+ A) ¢,~b). (2.4) 
On the other hand, one has 
SO 
~+¢<¢+¢,  v+¢_<¢+¢. 
Therefore, it follows from [9, p. 32] that 
which combined with (2.4) yields 
¢_<~+~. 
The roles of w and ~ being symmetric, we similarly get 
~_<¢+¢. 
Consequently, 
Thus, 
I I T lw  - T l~ l l~o  = - oo < A +/3  Itf + Aw - ( f  -1- ~)11~-  
A 
[[T1w - T1~J[oo < A + ~ llw - ~[[~, 
which is the desired result. 
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3. THE QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
OF IMPULSE CONTROL PROBLEM 
We solve the noncoercive QVI (1.4) by considering u E K(u), u >_ 0 such that 
b(u ,v -u )>=( f+Au,  v -u ) ,  Vv 6K(u) .  (3.1) 
THEOREM 2. (See [2].) Assume f ~ f0 > 0. Then, under assumptions (1.2), (1.6)-(1.11) there 
exists a unique solution to the QVI (1.4). Moreover, u E W2'p(~), 2 < p < co. 
NOTATION 2. Let u = i ( f  + Au, Mu) denote the solution of QVI (3.1). Let also L~(~)  be the 
positive cone of L~(12). 
In a similar way to that of Section 2, we shall characterize the solution of QVI (3.1) as the unique 
fixed point of a contraction. To this end, we shall need some qualitative results in coercive QVIs. 
Let F E L~(~) ,  we denote by O = i(F, MO) the solution of the coercive QVI 
b(O,v-O)>=(F ,v -O) ,  Vv<_MO, 
0 < M0 (3.2) 
and by 0 ° the solution of the coercive quation 
b (0 °, v) = (F, v), V v e V. (3.3) 
Now, starting from 0 ° (respectively, 00 = 0), we consider the following iterations: 
0 n = a (F, M0n-1) ,  n = 1,2, . . . ,  (3.4) 
respectively, 
On=i (F ,  MOn-1), n= 1,2, . . . ,  (3.5) 
where O n (respectively, On) is solution to the coercive VI 
b(On,v-  O n ) >= (F ,v -  On), Vv E V, 
O <_ MO n-l, v < MO n-l, 
respectively, 
b(0n,v- 0n) __> (F,v- 0n), VveV, 
On ~_ MOrt-l, v <_ MOrt-1. 
Then, we have the following convergence theorem. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
THEOREM 3. Under assumptions of Theorem 2, the sequence ( O n) (respectively, (On)) converges 
(decreasingly) (respectively, increasingly) to the unique solution of QVI  (3.2), such that 0 <_ 0 ° 
and 0 6 C(~). 
PROOF. We refer to [2, pp. 343-356]. ] 
The following is a comparison result for coercive QVIs. 
LEMMA 1. If F >-_ F, then a(F, MO) >_ i (F,  MO). 
PROOF. Let 0 ° (respectively, 0 °) be a solution to equation (3.3) with right-hand side F (respec- 
tively, F). Then the corresponding sequences of VIs O n = i(F, MO n-l) and 0 n = i (F ,  M0 n- l )  
are such that O n >_ O n V n _> 0. 
Indeed, for n = 1, we have 01 ---- if(F, MO 0) and 01 = i (F ,  MOo). Then clearly, F => F implies 
0 ° _> 0 °, so by (1.6) MO o __> MO °. Therefore, from comparison results in coercive variational 
inequalities (see [9]), it follows that 01 ~ ~1. 
Now, assume that 0 n-1 ~ 0 n-1. Then, as F >__ F and MO n-1 >= MO n-l, applying the same 
comparison argument as before, we get O n >__ O n. 
Finally, thanks to Theorem 3, we obtain at the limit (as n tends to co) 0 >__ 0. This completes 
the proof. | 
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3.1. A Contract ion Associated with QVI  (3.1) 
We construct a fixed-point mapping associated with the noncoercive QVI as follows: 
T2 : L °° L °° + (~) , + (~) 
w ,T2w=e,  
where ( is the solution of the following coercive QVI: 
b (e ,v -  ¢) > (f + Aw, v -  e), Vv E V, 
e _< Me, v _< Me. 
Thanks to Theorem 3, the coercive QVI (3.9) has one and only one solution in L~(f~). 
PROPOSITION 2. The mapping T2 is a contraction in L°°(~2), i.e., 
A 
IIT2w - T2~II~ _< ~ IIw - ~11~. 
Therefore, there exists a un/que fixed point which coincides with thesolution of QVI (1.4). 
PROOF. For w,~ in L~(~), we consider 
e = T2w 
solutions to QVI (3.9) with right-hand sides 
F=f+Aw 
so clearly, 
Now, set 
then 
(.P = f + A~), 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
F<F+ F -_~ oo (3.10) 
<~÷a0(x)÷A F -F  oo (3.11) 
- A + ~  " 
1 
¢-  ~+~ F-~ oo' 
is the solution of the coercive QVI with right-hand side F + (ao(x) + A)~. So using inequali- 
ties (3.10), (3.11), Lemma 1 gives 
thus, 
¢<~+~.  
On the other hand, interchanging the roles w and ~, one can similarly get 
l lw  - ~11oo, 
Therefore, 
1 F_~o ° A IlT2w-T2(vll~ <- A+~ -< A+/~ 
which completes the proof. | 
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4. THE F IN ITE-ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
Let ~ be decomposed into triangles and let Th denote the set of those elements; h > 0 is the 
mesh-size. 
We assume that the triangulation Th is regular and quasi-uniform. 
Let Vh denote the standard piecewise linear finite-element space, and ¢i, i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  re(h) be 
the basis functions of the space Vh. 
Let rh be the usual restriction operator. 
4.1. The Discrete Max imum Principle Assumpt ion (DMP)  
We assume that the matrix ] = (b(~i,qoj)), 1 <_ i , j  < re(h) is an M-matrix [10]. 
4.2. The Discrete Variational Inequality 
Let K h = (v E Vh such that v < rh~;}. The discrete VI reads as follows. Find Uh C ~(xh such 
that 
a(uh,V-- Uh) > ( f ,v -  uh), Vv E Kh. (4.1) 
As in the continuous case, we transform (4.1) into the following implicit problem: 
b(uh,V--Uh) >=(f +AUh,V--Uh), k/VEKh, 
(4.2) 
Uh E Kh. 
NOTATION 3. Let Uh = ah(f q- )~Uh~b) denote the solution of VI (4.2). 
THEOREM 4. Under the DMP assumption, the VI (4.1) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. The proof is an adaptation of that of the continuous problem. Let us sketch it for the 
Neumann boundary conditions case, i.e., V = Hi(f2) (the Dirichlet case being very similar). 
UNIQUENESS. It can be proved as in the continuous case, borrowing an argument owed to Leatsch, 
already mentioned in [1]. 
EXISTENCE. Consider u~Oh = rh~b and let C be a constant such that 
-¢  < ~, f + a0¢ > o. (4.3) 
Starting from u~ (respectively, 72° = -¢ ) ,  we define 
respectively, 
~ = Ch (f + ~-1 ,  ¢ ) ,  (4.4) 
~ = ~h (Y + ~-1 ,~) .  (4.~) 
Then by comparison results in discrete coercive variational inequalities (cf., [6,11]), it is easy to 
see that the sequences (fi~) (respectively, (~2~)) converge decreasingly (respectively, increasingly) 
to ~h in Kh. Moreover, taking v -- -C  as a test function in the VI for which z2~ (respectively, 
72~ ) is a solution and using the coercivity assumption (1.11), one can also easily show that these 
sequences stay bounded in Hl(f~), i.e., 
max ([[?~[[H,(f~) ; [[?~[IHl(f~)) ~ C, uniformly in n. (4.6) 
Consequently, they converge to Uh weakly in Hl(f~). Finally, from the continuity of the oper- 
ator rh and the weak lower semicontinuity property of b(v, v), it follows that ~h is the unique 
solution of VI (4.1). II 
Similarly to the continuous case, we are also able to associate with the discrete V Ia  fixed-point 
problem. 
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4.3. A Cont rac t ion  Assoc iated wi th  Discrete VI  (4.2) 
Consider the discrete mapping 
Tl,h : Leo (~) ----* Vh 
w - - - ,  T l ,hw = Ch, 
(4.7) 
where (~h is the solution of the following discrete coercive VI: 
b(~h,V-- ¢h) >= ( f  + AW, V-- ¢h), 
Ch e Kh. 
V VEKh,  
(4 .s)  
PROPOSITION 3. Under the DMP assumption, Tl,h is a contraction in Leo(~), i.e., 
Therefore, there exists a unique fixed point which coincides with the solution Uh of VI (4.1). 
PROOF. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 1. 
RWMARK 2. In the sequel, C will denote a constant independent of the mesh-size h. 
4.4. Le°-Error Est imate For the Noncoercive Variational Inequality 
Guided by Propositions 1and 3, we are in position to establish the following convergence order. 
THEOREM 5. 
iiu - uhiieo < 
Ch 2 ]Log hi 2 
(1 - (~/ (~ + Z)))"  
PROOF. Let us first introduce the following coercive discrete VI: 
b (Uh, v -- Uh) >= ( f  + )~u, v -- Uh), 
Uh E Kh, 
Vv E Kh, 
(4.9) 
where u is the solution of VI (2.1). 
In view of Propositions 1 and 3 and (4.7),(4.8), we clearly have 
u = T lu ,  uh  = T l ,huh ,  Uh = T l ,hU.  
Then, due to [3], we have 
I lTl ,hU -- T lu i leo  = IlUh - ul ieo 
<_ Ch 2 [Log hi 2 . 
Therefore, 
Iluh - ulleo < iluh - Tl,hulleo + ]]Tl,hu - Tluileo 
< liTl ,hu~ - Tl ,hul leo + tIT~,hu - T~uiieo 
_< ~ ]]u - uhlleo + Ch 2 ILog hi 2 , 
which yields the desired error estimate, i 
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4.5. The Discrete Quasi-Variational Inequality 
Let Kh(Uh) = {V E Vh such that v <_ rhMUh}. The discrete quasi-variational inequality 
consists of finding Uh E Kh(Uh), Uh >_ 0 such that 
a(uh, v--uh) > ff, v -uh) ,  Vv eKh(uh),  (4 .10)  
or equivalently, 
b(Uh,V--Uh)  ~= ( f  +/~Uh,V- -Uh) ,  ~/V E Kh(Uh) .  (4.11) 
THEOREM 6. Let the DMP assumption hold. Then QVI  (4.10) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. Similar to that of the continuous problem, i 
4.6. A Cont rac t ion  Assoc iated wi th  Discrete QVI  (4.11) 
We consider 
T2,h : L~ (fl) > Vh 
w > T2,hw = ~h, (4.12) 
where ~h is the solution of the following discrete coercive QVI: 
b (¢h, v -- Ch) > ( f  + AT, v - ~h), V v <_ rhM~h, 
Ch <-- rhM~h. (4.13) 
PROPOSITION 4. Under the DMP assumption, the mapping T2,h is a contraction in L°°(f~), i.e., 
A 
liT2,hw - T2,hS] l~ < ~ + Z LiT - w lk~.  
Therefore, there exists a unique flxed point which coincides with Uh, the solution of discrete 
QVI  (4.1). 
PROOF. It is similar to that of Proposition 2. i 
4.7. Lee-Error Es t imate  for the  Noncoerc ive Quasi -Var iat ional  Inequal i ty  
THEOREM 7. Let Propositions 2 and 4 hold. Then, we have 
Ch 2 ILog hi 3 
Ilu - uh l l~ _< (1 - (A/()~ + ~)))' 
PROOF. Let us first introduce the following discrete QVI: 
b (Uh, v -- Uh) > ( f  + Au, v -- Uh), V v E IKh (Uh), 
Uh C Eh (Uh) , (4.14) 
Uh is solution to a discrete coercive quasi-variational inequality with right-hand side f + Au and 
where u is the solution of QVI (3.1). 
Then, from (4.12),(4.13), we clearly have 
U~ = T2,hu 
and due to Propositions 2 and 4 
u = T2u, Uh = T2,hUh. (4.15) 
So, by virtue of [3], the following estimation holds: 
ilT2u - T2,hUIIoo <_ iIUh - uil ~ <__ Ch 2 ILog hi 3 . 
Therefore, 
Ilu - uh l l~  < IIu - T2,~ull~ + I I T2 ,~ - uh l I~  
< IIT2u - T2,hUll~ + [IT2,hU -- T2,hUhll~¢ 
A 
<- A +----~ ]lu - UhIl~ + Ch 2 ]Log hi 3 , 
which gives the desired error estimate, i 
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5. EXTENSION TO THE 
5.1. The Cont inuous Equation 
It consists of seeking u • V such that 
a(u,v) = ( f ,v) ,  
or equivalently, 
M. BOULBRACHENE 
NONCOERCIVE  ELL IPT IC  
Vv •V ,  
EQUATION 
(5.1) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
b(uh,v) = ( f  + AUh,V), Vv • Vh. 
The associated iscrete fixed-point mapping is 
T3,h : L ~ (f~) --* Vh 
W ~ T3,hW = ~h, 
where ~h is the solution of the discrete coercive VE 
b(fh,V) = (y + Aw, v), Vv E Vh. 
PROPOSITION 5. The mapping T3 is a contraction in L°°(f~), i.e., 
A 
IIT3w - T3~II~ <_ A + ~ IIw - ~11~. 
Therefore, the solution of equation (5.1) is the un/que/~xed point of T3. 
PROOF. Similar to that of Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 6. The mapping T3,h is a contraction in LC~(f~), i.e., 
A 
IIT3,hW -- T3,h~ll~ < A + ~ IIw - ~11~. 
Therefore, the solution o£ equation (5.5) is the unique t]xed point of Ta,h. 
PROOF. Similar to that of Proposition 3. 
a(Uh,V) = ( f ,v) ,  Vv e Vh (5.5) 
or  
b(u,v) = ( f  + Au, v), Vv E V. (5.2) 
THEOREM 8. (See [2].) There exists a unique solution to equation (5.1). 
The contraction mapping associated with equation (5.2) is defined as follows: 
T3: L °° (f~) , L °° (f~) 
W ' T3w = ( ,  (5 .3 )  
where ~ is the solution of the coercive VE 
b (~, v) = (f  + Aw, v), V v E V. (5.4) 
5.2. The  Discrete P rob lem 
Let Vh be the finite-element space defined in Section 4. Then, the discrete variational equation 
reads as follows. Find Uh E Vh solution to 
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5.3. L~-Error Estimate for the Noncoercive Equation 
THEOREM 9. Ch 2 [Log hi 
Ilu - uh l l~  < 
(1 - (~/(~ + ~)))" 
PROOF. Similar to that of Theorems 5 and 7. 
Indeed, let Uh be the solution to the following coercive quation: 
b(Uh,V) = ( f  + )~u,v), VV E Nh, 
where u is the solution of equation (5.2). So by (5.7),(5.8), we have Uh = T3,hU. 
Therefore, applying [5], we get 
IIUh -- u[[~ < Ch 2 ILog h]. 
Finally, following the same way as in the proofs of Theorems 5 and 7, we obtain the desired 
error estimate. | 
REMARK 3. It is worth mentioning that Theorem 9 establishes the same L~-error estimate as 
that obtained in the coercive case [5]. 
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